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Posted on 10 September 2019 By Denise Fleming
Make Way For Another Perfect Preschool Picture Book By
Caldecott Honor Recipient Denise Fleming Featuring A Flock
Of Oh So Adorable Fuzzy Ducklings, This Delightfully Fresh
Take On The Classic Five Little Ducks Nursery Rhyme
Emphasizes Numbers And The Days Of The Week And These
Lucky Ducklings Are Doted On By A Loving Papa Duck As
Well As The Traditional Mama Young Readers Won T Be Able
To Resist Counting And Quacking Along
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Please be aware that Denise Fleming is right up there

Angelique

with Lois Ehlert in my pantheon of Authors Illustrators So
Good That the Hipster Asshats on the Caldecott

Zemindar

Committee Will Never Recognize Them I love her stuff.So
I hate to say that this doesn t work as well as it should
Another reviewer says that this is better than the original

The Robe

rhyme, and I certainly like the use of the days of the
week, the inclusion of Papa and Mama Duck, and, of

The Last Enchantment

course, the incredible artwork.But that reviewer probably
didn t try to sing this book Even spoken, its meter isn t as

The Game of Kings

smooth as it should be, and singing it will be harder And
this is a kid s song A great, classic kids song.So while I
like it, and am glad to have it, I probably WON T use it at
story hour Luckily there are a lot of other Denise Fleming

Dear and Glorious
Physician

books I can use, such as In the Tall, Tall Grass, In the
Small, Small Pond, Barnyard Banter, and Lunch

Watership Down
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Denise Fleming s illustrations are simply amazing Did you

Shogun: A Novel of

know they were created by pulp painting i.e., the picture

Japan

and the paper were created at the same time The story in
5 Little Ducks is a variation of the Five Little Ducks

Celia Garth

nursery rhyme, in which you can learn counting and

The Heaven Tree Trilogy

naming the days of the week, as well as spot various
animals and even learn a little bit about some of them
from the book s back matter.However, view spoiler I am a
little bit disturbed by the fact that some of the ducklings
were missing for days but Papa Duck was sad only when
none of them came back Also, the fact that on Sunday
Mama Duck made everyone stay together and rest
because she know s best, made Papa Duck seem like a
pretty lousy dad As noted by some other reviewers on
Goodreads, such an ending sends a message that dads
suck or at least are not as good as moms at taking care
of children hide spoiler
Reply
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Countdown, rhymes, and ducks
Reply

Kenneth Kenneth says:
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Want to learn the days of the week Countdown from 5 Or
just enjoy the illustrations, this is the book A book that will
help your little ones understand the days of the week.
Reply
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Elaine Elaine says:
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This is an improvement to the original rhyme song At
story time, children enjoyed identifying the other animals
throughout the story and presenting their sounds.
Reply

Mary Mary says:
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Since I m not a children s librarian, my take on the book
was that the illustrations were lovely, but story didn t
capture my imagination However, since I have had my
opinions about some books change dramatically after
someone smarter than me led the way, I found a review
by DS of the Center for Children s Books that made the
book so much meaningful that I thought I should share it
It raised my level of appreciation tremendously In what
might be called a decumulative story, a set of sibling
ducklings goes out each day and returns with one fewer
duck every time That s a slightly ominous tale for the
perky rhyming text, but the art reveals the playful reason
behind it each day one duckling falls in with another
species of animal, so one tries out be ing a flying squirrel,
another a wild turkey, and so on, with the last little
duckling ending up in a wading pool with a little girl the
next day all the babies come back home The book
cleverly incorporates several concepts along the way
numbers from 1 5, days of the week, and animal ID
without pulling focus from the lively duck story Fleming s
inimitable fiber art retains its usual luxuriant tones in the

full spreads while the high saturation means that
sometimes there isn t much contrast between ducklings
and their surroundings, the resulting seek and find
element is in keeping with the book s approach, since
kids will be puzzling out what each duckling is up to
anyway Compositions are skillfully varied, and colorways
range from the rosy pink and chocolate brown of the pig
wallow to the lemony sunshine of a bright morning Animal
lovers will especially warm to this multipurpose storytime
treat DS Bulletin of the Center for Children s Books
January 2017
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I ve had great success with The Wheels on the Bus,
Twinkle Twinkle Little Star, Old MacDonald Had a Farm,
and other nursery songs generalizing to books, so when I
came across a recent publication of 5 Little Ducks that
was slightly rewritten to include the days of the week, I
was intrigued.The artist uses a pulp painting technique,
and the result is quite pretty and unusual, but a little
messy to the eye I feel pretty confident that if my son
Luke wasn t so reinforced by his love for the song, that
he wouldn t look at the book It s clear to me by how he
scans, that he has a tough time finding the ducklings And
when Papa Duck calls Quack, quack, quack It s Papa
Duck, not Mama, in Fleming s version , those pages
show the total number of ducks that went out that day,
but with one duckling facing the other direction That duck
is leaving I tell him, but for Luke this is confusing because
the text gives a number that doesn t match the number of
ducklings in the image.Despite this unfortunate illustration

decision, I highly recommend this book for any kid who
enjoys the song Fleming did a good job altering the lyrics
to include the days of the week, and books where you
can sing with your children often make the most effective
read alouds when attention is an issue.
Reply

Cindy Mitchell *Kiss the Book* Cindy
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Fleming, Denise Five Little Ducks, PICTURE BOOK
Beach Lane Books, 2016 17.99 This is the familiar story
of the curious ducks who go out on their own to explore
the world When Papa duck calls them all back, but they
all want to go back out again on Sunday, Mama duck
knows best and keeps them all home to rest While I was
enjoying the use of a papa duck in this version, it just flips
it around at the end and makes into one dad is a moron
book by stating that mom knows best and keeps the
ducks home I m not taking this too seriously, I was just
disappointed The pictures are made with a pulp painting
technique which made me feel concerned that they would
not be very engaging, but the illustrator does a good job
of creating variety in the places the ducklings visit PRE K,
EL K 3 OPTIONAL Reviewed by Shay, School
Librarianhttp kissthebook.blogspot.com 2017
Reply
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I like how Denise Fleming updates the classic Five Little
Ducks counting rhyme by incorporating the days of the
week and different farm animals for the ducklings to
encounter The rhyme scheme here doesn t always work
with the tune of the original song, which is a little
disappointing It s also difficult at times to see the
ducklings against the background from a distance
Fleming s unique, pulp paper illustrations are as beautiful
as ever, though, and I enjoy how she added even
learning opportunities to this well known counting rhyme
Probably not my first storytime pick, but still a serviceable
choice 3.5 stars rounded up.
Reply
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Copyright 2016Number of pages 32Book format
printReading level Pre K, 1 2 GR level KGenre fictionLit
requirement counting book 15 Little Ducks is a story
written by Denise Fleming that follows the days of five
little ducklings Each day, they leave home, and when
they return, there is always one missing Where do they
go Do they come back What do the parents think You ll
have to read to find out.I gave this story three stars
because there was not much of a detailed story However,
it was cute, and it also featured different characters who
are described on a double spread at the end of the story.
Reply
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